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On 25 June 1950 just prior to a wet, rainy dawn, seven infantry divisions and one armored division of the North Korean
People's Army (NKPA) crossed the 38th Parallel into South Korea without any justifiable cause. The move was accompanied by
an intense artillery and mortar barrage that both surprised and stunned those below the 38th Parallel. The move was immediately denounced by the Security Council of the United Nations. Supporting the decision of that body, the United States came to the
defense of South Korea, first sending what had been Army occupation troops in Japan, and then calling on the only combatready troops in the United States, the U.S Marine Corps.
On 2 July 1950, the Chief of Naval Operations directed that a reinforced regiment with supporting air assets be assembled
for immediate embarkation for Korea. On 7 July 1950, the First Provisional Marine Brigade - stripped out from the skeleton First
Marine Division - was activated and placed under the command of Brigadier General Edward A. Craig. The major elements
were the 5th Marine Regiment, Marine Aircraft Group 33, with the balance of supporting ground units. The brigade strength was
6,534, and within ten days after receiving the warning order, the first element set sail on 12 July 1950 for the Far East. Among
those comprising the 1st Provisional Marine Brigade was one carefully selected platoon of the 1st Marine Division’s
then understrength two platoon Reconnaissance Company. This reconnaissance element was designated as Detachment
Reconnaissance Company, 1st Provisional Marine Brigade. Shortly thereafter the remainder of the Reconnaissance
Company was flown to Japan by order of the Chief of Naval Operations and assigned to a Special Operations Group in
the Far East Naval Command. No other reconnaissaince unit appears on any official Order Of Battle for the Korean
War for the entire period of the conflict nor does any reliable history record any other.
On 14 July 1950, all the remaining units of the brigade departed from the West Coast. Before the end of the month, two Marine Corps aircraft squadrons had begun combat operations from escort carriers.

The Detachment Reconnaissance Company, 1st Provisional
Marine Brigade, debarked from the USS Horace A. Bass (APD
-124) at Pusan Korea on 2 August 1950 and immediately became the point element of the 1st Provisional Marine Brigade— The “Fire Brigade” (The force that literallu saved the
Pusan Perimeter). Under the command of Captain Kenneth
Houghton the Company led the Brigade throughout its short
existence. It was among the first Marines to come under fire
from the enemy.
The Detachment Reconnaissance Company rendered distinguished service until the First Marine Division required its
services for the advance on Inchon during the Inchon Invasion.
While half of the Company rendered services to the Brigade The other half was busily engaged as the security element
for a Special Operations Group of the Far East Naval Command with Navy UDT Teams 1 and 3 on interdiction missions
200 miles behind enemy lines on the east coast of the Korean
Peninsula. The Special Operations Group destroyed railroad

tunnels and bridges tunnels in a number of daring raids to interdict the supply of enemy forces on the Pusan perimeter. The
efforts of the Special Operations Group were rewarded with a
Navy Unit Citation for those who participated.
When the First Provisional Marine Brigade was dissolved
after the breakout from the Pusan Perimeter its Marines were
returned to the Division which was then in preparation for the
landing at Inchon.
The two separated elements of the Reconnaissance Company were reunited on Wolmi-do Island during the landing at
Inchon.
A more detailed account of the First Marine Division Reconnaissance
Company and the Far East Naval Command Special Operations Group in
Korea, researched and written primarily by the editor of Reflections, can be
found in the book “Elite” . The book is for sale at:

http://elitereconmarine.com/
HU

(Continued from previous page)

After landing at Inchon the Company was immediately
employed as the point or to screen the flanks of the Division as
it advanced toward Seoul, the capitol of South Korea.
On 19 September, 1950 the Company suffered its first permanent loss when Pfc Robert Bowers was killed by enemy
small arms fire. Bowers fell as he attempted to aid distressed
swimmers returning from a nighttime reconnaissance crossing
of the Han River.
After the recapture of Seoul the Company was employed as
the “Imperial Guard” for the American Embassy in Seoul and
the First Marine Division headquarters.
The company sailed from Inchon with the Division and
participated in “Operation Yo-Yo” as the Division flotilla
sailed to an fro while Navy UDT cleared mines from the harbor at Wonsan.
After landing at Wonsan the Reconnaissance Company
assumed the point for the Division’s advance toward the
Chosin Reservoir. During the Chosin campaign First Recon
was engaged in several encounters with the enemy, participated in the defense of the Koto-ri perimeter and finally found
itself as the rear guard for the Division as it fought its way out
of entrapment south of the Reservoir. The Company was both
the first and the last unit to engage the enemy on the approach
and return from the Chosin Reservoir.
After a short reprise at the “Bean Patch” at Masan the
Company performed continuous ground reconnaissance during
the “Pohang Guerilla Hunt” and the Eighth Army operations
“Ripper” and “Killer” in the east-central regions of Korea.
The Company was moved to the west of Korea with the
Division near the end of the truce negotiations and assumed
direct-action reconnaissance missions on the Jamestown Line
near the location of the truce talks.
The Company was eventually placed in the Kimpo Provisional Regiment and participated in the defense of the Demilitarized Zone and the Kimpo Peninsula from its base camp on
Khangwa-do Island.
The Company returned to Camp Pendleton in April of
1955, was reorganized and resided with Headquarters Battalion at Area 15 of the base until April of 1957 when it was redesignated “C” Company in the, then forming, 1st Reconnaissance Battalion. The Company moved from Area 15 to Camp
Horno, Camp Pendleton in May of 1957.

- Anon—Quoted By Captain Eugene Breeze USMC (Ret) -

48 hours special liberty to the first man to answer correctly.*
(See NOTE below)

AUTEN PENLAND EVERS TAYLOR

AXBERG

CLARK

WHITE

CAMPBELL

I’ve published this photo before…….but it is one of my favorites. It puts
me into a pensive mood (but fondly so) to recall the day.
HU
*NOTE: The winner may not choose dates for which he is scheduled to stand Guard Duty or Duty NCO
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During the Iraq war the wall-to-wall onsite media coverage
overloaded the minds of many who were glued to the tube
24/7. It is not remarkable that many of the exploits of the
combatants were overlooked. Here is one which any Recon
Marine will appreciate.
The reader is reminded here that during the Korean War ,
Reconnaissance Company, Headquarters Battalion, 1st Marine
Division made the first (in recorded military history) insertion
of combat Marines by helicopter during Operation Summit.
The Company, during one of its several assignments as a direct action combat unit was given the mission of relieving a
Korean Marine Corps Unit on a remote hilltop near the Punchbowl.
Another notable first by First Recon was occurred beginning 2 April 1958 when Charlie Company of the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion was ferried by helicopter from the Submarine USS PERCH to littoral areas along the Camp Pendleton,
California beach.
While little attention was paid the first presented here, it is
significant in that it demonstrates, once again, the truth found
in the “Second To None” tag found on the First Division
Recon Marines.
HU

MAG-16, 1st Recon jump into combat history
Submitted by: 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing
Story by Sgt. Nathan K. LaForte
AL ASAD, Iraq (Aug. 10, 2004) -- Six recon pathfinders from
1st Reconnaissance Battalion, 1st Marine Division, recently
jumped into the Iraqi night sky and into history from a Marine
KC-130 Hercules cargo plane belonging to the joint Marine
Aerial Refueler Transport Squadrons 234 and 352, Marine
Aircraft Group 16, 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing.
The high altitude high opening jump took place in western
Iraq, July 23.
Although reconnaissance Marines have religiously practiced air insertions time and time again, they have been virtually nonexistent in combat. According to Headquarters Marine
Corps historical reports, the last combat airdrop a Marine
Corps unit successfully performed was nearly 35 years ago.
The first was on June 14, 1966 during the Vietnam War. A
small team of recon Marines made the low altitude night jump
determined to quietly insert and set up an observation point
within enemy territory. The team made it to the ground with
only one small injury and was later extracted.
The jump was hailed as a success by most involved and the
combat jump was accepted as a viable means of placing Marines in hostile areas.
The second, on Sept. 5, 1967, almost killed the combat
airdrop idea for the Marine Corps. A group of nine Marines
jumped into the night sky for a supposed 700-foot elevation
drop. Because of mechanical malfunctions with the plane, the
Marines unknowingly jumped from around 1500 to 2000 feet.
The team was blown off course by unexpected winds and
landed separately in dense jungles far from their intended target. They suffered numerous wounded, three of which had to
be medically evacuated, and some of the team barely escaped
capture by the enemy.
(Continued on next page)
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The failure of this mission halted the process for two years
until Nov. 17, 1969, when the last jump occurred and the three
Vietnam jumps marked the end of the Marine Corps combat
jump history - until now.
Theoretically, the jump was nothing different from the numerous training jumps the seasoned veterans have completed
in their careers. What made this particular jump so special was
the location and circumstances, claimed Master Sgt. Todd
Smalenberg, primary jumpmaster, 1st Recon Bn.
When the Marine Corps first implemented the parachute
insertion program, the purpose was the clandestine insertion of
troops to prevent enemy counter movement.
The reasoning behind the July 23 mission was along similar lines, according to Maj. Douglas B. Davis, Hercules aircraft
commander, Marine Aerial Refueler Transport Squadron 234,
Marine Aircraft Group 16, 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing. Davis
was in charge of the Hercules aircraft that delivered the group
of six pathfinders to their destination.
"We were called in for this mission because the ground
inserts were attracting a lot of attention and taking a lot of
fire," the 36-year-old, McAllen, Texas native said. "They
wanted to go in by parachute in order to avoid detection."
Although the historical implications of the drop were important, the Marines had an important mission to complete,
said Smalenberg.
"We did an infiltration into an objective area to conduct an
initial internal guidance of two CH-46E (Sea Knights)," the 39
-year-old Oscoda, Mich., native explained of his team's mission. "We were to all insert clandestinely to the area to conduct
counter (improvised explosive devices) ambushes."
IED attacks on convoys and ground patrols are one of the
problems coalition forces are facing in the ongoing struggle to
secure and stabilize Iraq. This mission is one of many that are
being used to counter this threat, Smalenberg mentioned.
Overall, the mission was considered a success by those
involved, claimed 1st Lt. Ken M. Karcher, airborne direct air
support center, Marine Air Support Squadron 1, 3rd MAW,
who relayed information for the recon teams once they hit the
ground.
"It was a pretty simple mission and it went over pretty
well," the 26-year-old Raleigh, N.C., native said. "It was very
well coordinated by the ground unit."
"They went in, they were blacked out and we left," he added. "They didn't have enemy contact when they hit the ground.
To me, that's success."
The jump was something the enemy might not have expected, claimed Smalenberg, but the group took extra precautions in the choice of their jump by opting for the high opening.
"The reason we chose to do a HAHO vice a (high altitude
low opening) jump was the stand off distance the aircraft
would be from the drop zone as well as the noise of the parachutes opening at 10 thousand feet vice four thousand feet is
not even close," he explained. "The sound of a parachute opening at four thousand feet is quite distinct, but there is no noise
of a parachute opening at 10 thousand feet."

The mission itself was exciting for all involved, because even
though units train for this in peacetime operations, it doesn't
happen often, claimed Sgt. Lee A. Davis, loadmaster, VMGR234.
"It went great," the 21-year-old Arlington, Texas native
claimed. "It's really rare for us and we don't get to do it that
often so we really love it when we get the chance."
The older recon pathfinders, none of whom were under the
rank of staff sergeant, may have been even more excited than
the younger loadmaster, he noted.
"These guys were waiting their whole careers to do this in
combat," he said.
The insertions made in past efforts by the recon Marines
have varied from using ground and aquatic vehicles to just
plain walking. Smalenberg also down played the excitement a
bit by mentioning that a parachute insertion seemed like the
method of choice for the Marines.
"Every time we roll out of the camp in vehicles, the enemy
knows," he said. "I feel safer doing this than driving my vehicle out of the camp. This is the best means (of insertion). Besides, it's just another way to get to work."
More about this historic jump on the next page
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I recently received the following note from Sgt. Gene
Breeze (Captain Eugene Breeze USMC Ret), 1st Recon Co’s
3rd Plt. Sgt in Korea. Something in the last Reflections prodded him to ask if anyone remembered a man named Bunger:
“Hu
Wonder if any of the old guys remember one of our cooks
named Pfc Bunger? Our mission was to catch line crossers or
Commies coming South. Bunger begged for months to go on
patrol and finally got his wish. Don't know exactly when is was
but we hadn't caught a line crosser for months...and as faith
would have it, on his first patrol Pfc Bunger apprehende[d]
a group all by himself.
Heros pop up from strange places
even the pot shack
Breeze”

My reply to Gene included the photograph posted above. I
have always wanted to call this man Bunger but something
tells me that he is really Barton. Whatever his name I recall
that he was a short-timer in early 1955 and that he functioned
as Captain Finne’s Runner/Driver for a while. I also remember
that when he left he was replaced by the debonaire daredevil
jeep roller John J. Evers Jr. for a very brief period.
If anyone can settle this guess-who brouhaha once and for
all it would quiet the minds of inquiring geezers.
Thanks to Gene for asking.
Semper Fidelis HU

Below is a first-hand account of the first-ever combat HAHO jump by U.S. Marines, and the first static
line round combat jump by Marines in about 36
years. It was accomplished by Marines of 1st Recon
Battalion, out of Camp Pendleton, about two weeks
ago.The HAHO (High Altitude High Opening) jump
was done using the MC-5 Static Line Ram Air parachute system used only by Marines (other Services
have tried it, but none use it operationally in the
static line configuration). This is the static line technique using a freefall-type parachute taught by the
Airborne Mobile Training Team, which I've been a
part of since last year.The HAHO jumpers went in to
set up and secure a drop zone which was then used
by follow-on elements of 1st Recon to insert for
patrols into Baghdad. I've inserted some comments
for clarity for those who may need it. Read carefully, and you'll see why jumpers get that extra pay.
All in a day's work! Check this out... Semper Fi, TimSo the ramp comes down and I am the number one
man, I can see all the lights of Baghdad below [the
jump was from about 10,000 feet above ground
level]. The aircraft is too far to the south and
Smallenberg is yelling at the crew chief to move the
plane 15 degrees to the right. It is too late and we
need to get out now, he figured we can make it
anyway and gives the go. I step out into a seated
exit and my parachute opens on heading but the
compass board flips forward on top of my combat
equipment. I was using a dive attack board [a navigational board used by divers] because that's all we
have here at this time. It didn't work, too big. So I
turn to the east using my rear riser and then unstow. I check in on the radio and go for the GPS. I
have a constant right turn because the brake line
didn't come free of the finger trap [the brake line is
also called the steering line - only unstowing one
brake can cause the canopy to go into a turn that
the jumper must counter with the other brake line].
I break the retaining bands [rubber bands] that are
holding the GPS and also break the dummy cord.
LOL, So now I have a GPS in my hand and it's not
dummy corded and I need to get my NVG's [night
vision goggles] on. I am at about 8500 feet. I put
the GPS in my left hand and am controlling the parachute with that hand also because of the slow
right turn. I get the NVG's on and have to adjust
them to get them in the right place. What a cluster
f$$k. LOL, OK, I have them in place and can't see
anyone because of all the lights from the city below.
I look down and see Abu Garaib prison below me,
YIKES I am already too far east, I get on the radio
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In some respects those of us who were recruits while
“Chesty” (Lt. General Lewis B. Puller ) was still alive
were deprived of what must have been a great pleasure…...singing a sack-time lullaby to him under the sleepyeyed musical direction of our Drill Instructor (try to picture
it!).
Burke Davis (General Puller’s biographer) recounts how
the following ditty was sung at lights-out by recruits in
what must have been the late seventies. Although he does
not precisely date the origin of the song it must have been
after Chesty mustered into eternity because those of us who
became Marines in 1954 knew exactly where he was and
didn’t have to wonder “wherever you are”. Although we
laughingly now do wonder where he is…….most of us
know that he is likely overseeing the guarding of the Golden Streets with so many other of our comrades who have
passed.

Good night, Chesty!
Good night, Chesty! Good Night, Chesty!
Good night Chesty—wherever you may be!
After you the Corps will roll, Corps will roll,
Corps will roooooll,
After you the Corps will roll—on to victoreeee!
Sung to the tune of “Good Night Ladies”

H. Campbell Photo-1955

and tell all the jumpers to turn and hold into the wind.
I check in and let them know that I am north of
[checkpoint] Mobile and holding into the wind, I couldn't hear them answer me but later found out that they
could hear me. I get the GPS working and the DZ [drop
zone] is just under 3 clicks [kilometers] away. I now
have to pull out the PEQ-4 IR pointer [an infrared
pointing device] that I have in a leg holster, I get it out
and start looking for the DZ. I spot the farm fields and
lase them so the rest of the stick can tell where the
DIP [Desired Insertion Point] is. I start heading that
direction.There is a large canal right under me and I
don't know if I am going to make the DZ. I still have
plenty of altitude though. I look around and see one
parachute behind me, it's the XO, he is the team leader. I look down below and there are two canopies below me. So I start hitting the DZ with the IR pointer
again so they know which field to land in. Smallenburg
is the first to land followed by Bell who lands about 8
feet from him. The rest of us come in on them and our
whole team is no more than in a 30 meter circle. We all
have to do PLF's [parachute landing falls-ouch] because the wind was slightly at our backs. After the
tumble we all get our weapons up and stay still.The
dogs in the area start barking and a few haji's are coming out of their houses to take a look. Once they go
back in we start our actions on the DZ and set it up for
the static line sticks that will be there in 45 minutes.
The two helos drop the static line sticks off the DZ and
a few parachutes land in a canal but it's not deep. A
few minutes after the parachutes are on the ground,
we hear small arms fire and then an explosion, there is
an ambush going on Mobile about 1 km from us. Tracers are flying over the static line guys heads. It only
lasts for about 15 seconds, then quiets down. We try
to get air but they had to check off-station. It takes
about 15 minutes before we get 2 Harriers and they
scan the area for us but find no enemy. The teams
consolidate on the DZ and head out on patrol. We wait
30 minutes then call for our extract. 2 civilian vehicles come to pick us up, our guys dressed as
haji's, we load the chutes into a small flatbed and
get into a suburban and head back to the MEK [home
base]. That's it, we've completed the mission and are
the first Marines to conduct a combat HAHO, and the
static line guys are the first in like 36 years to do a
combat jump. That's it, talk to you soon, Dan
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Bill Hay

Lt. Michael Giddings

Everette M. “Buzz” Penland

Collins ??

Sgt. Strickland

Llewellyn White

George “Robin” Cunningham

Unknown 001

Bruce Axberg

1st Sgt. McGuire

Sgt. George

Ray D. “Andy” Anderton

Curtis Bloomquist

Rutherford
Campbell

Haman

Lt. Bob Mathias

Lt. Bradley

Boyd ??

Smoote

Unknown 002

Sgt. Lewis ??

Clinton
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Blakely

We’ve travelled o’er this earth a bit,
Afoot, by rail and on a ship,
We’ve rambled near we’ve journeyed far
‘Cross rolling ocean, murm’ring bar.
In regions hot, in places cold,
By timid folk, by natives bold,
We’ve seen the nations’ flags unfurled
Of many countries of the world.

Your blue suggests a mother sad
Of some departed cherished lad
Who rests today his sleeping head
Among the unknown soldier dead.
Your stars to her be-misted eyes
Proclaim the bivouac in the skies
Here she shall meet the boy she bore,
To part from him thence nevermore.

In Argentine and Ecuador,
From Panama to Russia’s shore,
Yon banners ripple in the breeze;
And pennons weave among the trees
From London’s Strand to Golden Gate,
But yet we cannot hesitate
To state with candor dutiful,
You are the emblem beautiful

Oh Flag of mother, father, son,
Oh Flag of home, of life and fun,
E’er may you float in amity
Above our cities, ships at sea.
Irenic hamlets, fertile farms,
Nor be disturbed by war’s alarms.
Forever flaunt unto the sky
And may your glory never die.

Your stripes of clean and wholesome white
reflect our homeland freedom’s light
Where’er your spangled sheen is flown
O’er playground mansion, humble home.
Your silken bars of soft warm red
Remind of blood so nobly shed
In name of Right - of Liberty 
That those in bondage might be free.

Oh Flag of Flags! You rate respect
By those who call themselves elect
Of God to tread you in the mire
And set our ship of state afire.
But peace be with you. There are men
For your defense unto the end,
Who’ll keep you high in any strife
Or in that effort lay down life.

- Veteran of World War I - Jerome Wesley Miller 1936 -
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1st RECON MEMORIAL EVENT
INFORMATION

Complete details, schedules, registration information and
forms for the First Marine Division Association Reunion at
Arlington will be found at the following link:
http://www.1stmarinedivisionassociation.org/reunions.php

1ST RECONNAISSANCE BATTALION MEMORIAL
At 12:00 pm, 18 August 2011, the 1st Recon Battalion
Association will dedicate its memorial in the Semper Fidelis Memorial Park of the National Museum of the Marine Corps. We will honor the two hundred sixty-two Marines and Corpsmen, serving with the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion and its predecessor Reconnaissance
Company Headquarters Battalion, who gave their lives in
service to their Corps and country in Korea, Vietnam and
Iraq. Lt Gen W.C. “Chip” Gregson, USMC Ret. Is our
Guest of Honor. The memorial ceremony in the Memorial Park chapel will include a roll call of our Marines and
Corpsmen who died in combat and laying a wreath at
the memorial. A luncheon reception at The Clubs on
Marine Corps Base Quantico will follow the memorial
ceremony. Marines and Corpsmen who served with 1st
Reconnaissance Battalion, Association members, family
and friends of the Battalion are cordially invited to attend
the memorial ceremony and reception. Event details are
below.
Our thanks and gratitude to the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion Association members and friends
who generously donated to the Memorial Fund, enabling our dream to become a reality
The 1st Reconnaissance Battalion Memorial is a
black granite monument standing 101” high and 36”
wide, mounted on a 48” x 20” base. The two hundred
sixty-two Recon Marines and Corpsmen who lost their
lives in combat with1st Reconnaissance Battalion or
Headquarters Battalion Reconnaissance Company will
have their rank, name, age at death and home state
engraved on the face of the monument. 1st Reconnaissance Battalion Commemorative Bricks will line the
pathway adjacent to our memorial.

Hotel. The Holiday Inn Dumfries-Quantico Center
has earmarked 25 rooms for both Wednesday, August 17, 2011 and Thursday August 18, 2011 at a
room rate of $95.00 per night, plus 10% tax. This
rate is available 3 days prior and 3 days after our
dates, based on availability. Make your reservations not later than July 17, 2011. To reserve
your room, call the hotel direct at 703-441-9001
or Holiday Inn Central Reservations at 1-800HOLIDAY. Reservations may be made on the
website: www.holidayinn.com. Request Group
Code RBA to ensure you receive the reunion
rate.
Bus Transportation. The Association has reserved a 57 passenger DC Trails bus to transport
Association members and family from the Sheraton National to Quantico and return, at a cost of
$20.00 per person. The bus will depart the Sheraton at 10:45 am, 18 August and depart the reception at 4:30 pm to return to the Sheraton at about
5:30 pm.
Reception. Immediately following the ceremony,
luncheon reception will be held on base from 2:004:30 pm, at The Clubs at Quantico. The buffet
luncheon, with baked chicken, roast top round of
beef, vegetables, dessert and iced tea/coffee, will
cost $25.00 per person.
RSVP. Make your reservations early and inform
Charlie Kershaw if you plan to ride the bus, attend
the memorial ceremony and attend the luncheon.
Confirm and send payment for the bus and/or the
reception to Charles Kershaw, 2527 Unicornio
Street Carlsbad, CA 92009.
RSVP for the bus and luncheon is required
not later than 1 August 2011.

You’ve gotta’ get with the program or we’ll be forced to
publish army recruitment or trial lawyer ads
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No complete photograph of the 1st Recon Memorial has been made available. The partial image of
its front reproduced below appeared last year.

COMMEMORATIVE BRICKS
1st Reconnaissance Battalion Association members,
family and friends are invited to purchase a commemorative brick to honor a reconnaissance Marine or Corpsman, living or deceased. Commemorative Bricks border
the pathways in the Semper Fidelis Memorial
Park. Commemorative Bricks purchased by 1st Reconnaissance Battalion Association family and
friends will be placed along the pathway around our
memorial.
The Association, in coordination with the Heritage
Foundation, will collect the funds and inscriptions for 1st
Recon Commemorative Bricks; Commemorative Bricks
may be ordered through the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion Association for $210.00; your engraved brick will forever attest to the honor, courage, and commitment of
your Reconnaissance Marine or Corpsman.

Brick Engraving Guidelines
Each brick may have a total of up to three lines.
Each line is 20 characters in length; a character includes
all letters, punctuations and spaces. Each line must end
with a complete word or name (words and names will not
be hyphenated and continued on the next line). You may
purchase as many bricks as you like.
Order your Commemorative Brick now and submit
your contact information (name, mailing address, phone
number(s), and email address) along with a check or
money order and your brick inscription to the 1st Recon
Battalion Association at the address below. The Heritage Foundation will provide a proof copy of each brick
inscription before it is engraved. Ensure you send your
contact information in case there are questions about
your inscription. Thank you for your support of the 1st
Reconnaissance Battalion Memorial and Commemorative Bricks.
Commemorative Brick checks or money orders
should be made to: 1st Recon Battalion Association. Send your contact information, check or money order and brick inscription to: 1st Recon Battalion Association, c/o C. Kershaw, 2527 Unicornio Street, Carlsbad,
CA 92009. Email or call Charlie Kershaw with brick
questions at: 760 402-8638 or c2k2@earthlink.net

BODFISH FOREVER
WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are
not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are
to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model
releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All copyrighted material was copied
right. This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack
Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers,
Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Gaylord Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn or Boudro’s Texas
Bistro.
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